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Project Summaries
Research Behaviour Change
Segmentation and High Performance Farmer
No significant activity for the month.

Supply and Procurement
The NAIT Panel met on 20 September 2016 and approved both of the data requests from Deloitte
which were:
- Stock movements between postcodes on a weekly basis from 2012 to 2016.
- Historical record of stock movements of animals born in 2012 between postcodes including
the number of movements per animal, the date of that movement, the postcode of each of
the movements and the location type (e.g. farm, saleyard, processor).
The NAIT data was received on 28 September 2016. The key conditions with using the data include:
- No report is to be released by Deloitte to RMPP without providing the NAIT System
Administrator with a timely opportunity to review the report.
- Only Deloitte can access the raw data. Synthesised data only is to be used in the report to
RMPP.
- The data set must not be matched to other sources in such a way as to identify individuals or
organisations, without the prior consent of the NAIT Panel.
Deloitte is currently undertaking analysis of the data which will facilitate further engagement with
processors, Beef and Lamb and other industry stakeholders to 'quantify the size of the prize' as part
of the 'stage one' research.
Given the timing of receiving the NAIT data and the requirement for NAIT to review the draft report
before it is shared with RMPP, the delivery of the draft report to the PSG has been delayed from
October 2016 to December 2016.
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Sector Capability
Attracting Talent
Agriculture in Education
The organisation of the Primary School pilot programme is well underway. Primary schools from
Whangarei down to Ashburton have agreed to trial the resource developed, along with a farm visit.
The NZYF Education Manager has had the opportunity to speak at a couple of teacher conferences
explaining the agriculture in education programme for secondary schools, which gives the ability for
more schools to uptake the resources.

Develop Emerging Talent
The Red Meat Network is for students in tertiary study. The network hosted three events during
September. Julie McDade from Greenlea spoke to the students at Waikato University. Dan Shand,
farmer and Nuffield Scholar spoke to the Lincoln University students. Emma Higgins from Rabobank
spoke to the Massey University students. Most networks want to organise another event before the
end of the year.
The Red Meat Network students will be surveyed to gain feedback on the year, along with new ideas
for the 2017 year. There is also a competition running to see if we can get a more appealing name
for the network. It is intended that Auckland University and Taratahi be added to the Red Meat
Network next year.
The Leadership Pathway Programme is for Secondary school students who take a leadership role in
TeenAg clubs. The students complete three modules of learning throughout the year to develop
their leadership skills. All those who complete three modules gain a badge.
The Industry Insight programme, which is a one on one mentor programme for tertiary students,
has 21 students engaged, each with an industry mentor.

Leadership and lifelong learning supported through nationwide networks
TeenAg clubs – TeenAg clubs were very active during September. A small example of some of the
activities are as follows;
 The Tararua College club were shown how to soil test by Ravensdown.
 Napier Boys High were shown how to grade wool and learnt about a career as stock/wool
agent.
 Napier Girls High invited Hannah Best, from Balance Agri Nutrients to speak about her career
in agriculture.
 Tasman region had a skills weekend for Young Farmer and TeenAg members.
 Gore High had a quiz night to raise funds to get to the regional competition finals.
 Blue Mountain College had a planning session to decide on the Agrikids event they would
run at the local show.
The Rural Business Network had 2 hub meetings in September. In Northland. Dan Steele the owner
of Blue Duck Station and Nuffield scholar spoke about ‘Why being true to Brand NZ is the best
option’, 52 people attended. In Hawkes Bay, Angela Payne the owner of Agri-Lab Co-Products, spoke
about ‘How animal by products are used’, 29 attended.
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Capability Development
National Roll out of Computer Upskill Programme – The programmes have now completed for the
year. A debrief and feedback session of the 2016 activity with some tutors, ASL - the administrators
and RMPP will be held in October, to understand what went well and what needs to improve for
2017.
Understanding Your Farming Business – The final six programmes for the year are all half way
through. Planning has commenced for 2017. AWDT advertised for more facilitators, and received a
good response. A training session will be held in October for current and new facilitators. The
administration system is also being upgraded so that women can book for programmes on line, with
customer service support wrapped around this, with the ability to phone an AWDT staff member for
assistance.
Farm Business Ownership Pathways – the resources are on target to be developed by November.
Facilitation skills – RMPP will research what current facilitation programmes are available before
developing a RFP process.
Knowledge network (Proof of Concept) - resources and tools are being developed for business
planning and feed planning/allocation to test the knowledge network (learning pathway), with
Pikselin who are developing the proof of concept.
Understanding Your Farming Business for men – the RMPP PSG have asked the project team to
investigate a programme for men similar to the programme for women. The Advisory group have
given the project team some good direction, to start the research.

Key next steps – at a glance

Completion Date

Attracting Talent
Launch of new Rural Business Network hub in Taranaki.

November 2016

Evaluation of programmes New Zealand Young Farmers run for RMPP.

November 2016

Capability Development
Review of the 2016 Computer Upskill programme.
Understanding Your Farming Business Workshops completion for 2016.
Research on current facilitation programmes available.

October 2016
November 2016
October 2016

Extension Design
Testing the Knowledge Network
The Extension Design project oversaw the Genetics Knowledge Network at workshop one, delivered
on the 13 September, in conjunction with B+L Genetics and ANZCO. It included re-developed
resource material and content with some new digital support. It also involved testing the new
evaluation tool called the Evaluator. This workshop is the first of two events which are being
evaluated. The RMPP observers who attended were somewhat disappointed with the facilitation
approach which was very much show and tell, rather than a step change to more interactive and
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engaging. However, based on initial review of feedback, the farmers recorded the engagement as
satisfactory. A more interactive style will be used in workshop 2.

Interim - Year Two UMR evaluation
The UMR behavioural evaluation reports are continuing to be supplied to the Management team as
they become available and the reports point toward changes across many of the farm pilots.
Interestingly, many of the new practices being adopted have been on the farmer’s minds for some
time, but the pilot is accelerating their uptake; sometimes by up to five years. At the time of
writing, approximately one third of the individual farm reports have been provided and entered into
the Nvivo system for further analysis. The year two behavioural report is due on the 30 November.
A summary of an interim report is as follows:
 Pilot has created many new opportunities
 Most farmers are really positive about the pilot
 Pilot encouraged some farmers to try again and succeed when failed previously
 Almost all farmers have made tweaks and changes, some transformational
 Movement of farmers from notebooks to digital to collect data
 Production results will take time to emerge
 Some waiting for testing results before committing to further change
- However, already some evidence of concrete improvements
- Independent experts and group interactions are the most effective learning channels +
connections with top-performing farmers
 Noticeable shift from transactional to collaborative relationship with the meat company
 Raised farmer awareness of Health and Safety and environmental planning on farm
 Most farmers think the pilot could be scaled, but have expressed reservations
A final comment from a farmer highlights the desire for farmers have ownership of the focus for
their up-coming extension activities:
“Attached is our homework from the trip, Dave thought it was great and made me quite jealous that
I missed out! As for next meeting we are fairly flexible as to when and where … Feed budgeting would
be a great topic to cover. Perhaps concentrating on budgeting in dry seasons such as this one, and
coming into winter the use of supplements such as barley and baleage could be discussed. Probably a
session on computers, running through figures would be the best way to handle it …”
Key next steps – at a glance

Completion Date

Training resources for extension practitioners - scoping meeting

4 October

Alignment of Baker Ag and B+LNZ Economic Service financial data

28 October
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Farm to Processor
The Farm to Processor Project has been delayed and now has been reprogrammed to follow the
completion of Supply and Procurement Project, if approved.
Key next steps – at a glance

Completion Date

Awaiting completion of “stage one” of the Supply and Procurement
Project for the first Stop/Go point

November 2016

Awaiting completion of full Supply and Procurement Project for second
Stop/Go point

January 2017

Data and Systems
Data Integration
While all remain committed, it is proving challenging for those organisations participating in the
Data Linker pilot as a Data Providers, to undertake the necessary software development work in the
short term. Greenlea have identified that a planned internal system upgrade would require a
subsequent redevelopment of the Data Linker integration and have therefore placed Data Linker
adoption on hold until mid 2017. We will continue to liaise with the processor partners (ANZCO and
Alliance) to progress this, but will also attempt to accelerate adoption by other parties.
Following PSG approval to fund a broader eASD pilot phase, work has commenced on specification
of the detailed requirements, including incorporating transport companies into the process. MPI
have been informed an electronic only trial will be commencing for existing PoC processors and will
be notified as others come on board. As it has taken slightly longer than anticipated to commence
the pilot phase software development will run into 2017, but will be prioritised to ensure the key
requirements are ready well before the season end.

Benchmarking
Analysis of how best to deliver the RMPP Benchmarks as on-line tools is still in progress, with the
intention this will be confirmed by end October. The delay in uptake of Data Linker by processors
will be a roadblock to the delivery of these benchmarks in fully automated form.
Work continues to ensure we can deliver robust lost revenue figures in the carcass defect
benchmark model and we are working with AsureQuality and B+LNZ to incorporate FE into the
carcass defect benchmark.
A proposal will be presented to PSG in October to run a parallel project to identify a wider set of
benchmarks which would form the core set of industry standard measures required by a sheep and
beef farm business. This project will engage a representative group of industry professionals and
software developers to identify the benchmarks and add credibility to the published outcomes.
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Decision Tools
Rapid Group Weighing. No further updates have been received on progress in reworking the
algorithms.
Information Hub. Initial designs for the Information Hub proof of concept (PoC) have now been
presented to a small group of farmers. Feedback here was positive, but also highlighted some things
that don’t work. This feedback will be incorporated into the build, which has now commenced and
will be further tested by farmers early and mid-October as development progresses.
Key next steps – at a glance

Completion Date

Data Integration
Develop and implement eASD pilot
Work with processors to ensure participation in Data Linker trial

30 April 2017
On-going

Benchmarking
Commence Benchmark standardisation project

30 October 2016

Finalise carcass defect model lost revenue calculation

30 November 2016

Develop beef defects and live weight gain benchmark models

30 November 2016

Convert kgs/ha and live weight gain benchmark models into on-line tools

30 November 2016

Decision Tools
AgResearch investigating alternative algorithms for RGW

31 October 2016

Complete Information Hub Proof of Concept development

18 November 2016

Test Knowledge Network concept through Information Hub Proof of Concept

18 November 2016

Production and Provenance
NZ Red Meat Story
The NZ Red Meat Story is designed to enable the leveraging of greater value from the farm
assurance programme and compliance systems which underpin the New Zealand farm production
systems and will provide integrity to the New Zealand red meat industry ‘story’. This shifts the ‘lens’
of these systems from compliance to one of supporting and ensuring product ‘positioning’ to
capture maximum value.
To achieve this goal the initial piece of work which is to develop and consolidate sector information
based on needs analysis i.e. stocktake of compliance systems. This work is now underway with a
forecast completion date of December 2016. Specifically, this work will map out the compliance
network, and consolidate sector information based on a needs analysis i.e. the stocktake of
compliance systems. This work will identify the systems which are currently in place, what they do,
where they fit in, and who controls what. From this information RMPP will be able to identify if
there are any GAPS and the key messages and proof points that will resonate with regulators,
customers, and consumers.
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This work dovetails into the sector market development strategy and provides the opportunity to
leverage more value from the Farm Assurance Programme.
Key next steps – at a glance

Completion Date

Undertake a desktop analysis of the current compliance landscape (v1
prototype)

October

Test and add to the v1 prototype through data gathering from key contacts
- commercial and government

October

Map the compliance landscape and systems- what are the systems, what
do they do, where do they fit along the supply chain, who controls their
content and auditing?

October

Preliminary identification of gaps

November

NZ Farm Assurance
The current status of the programme is:







NZ-FAP Standard Version One completed and ready for implementation (refer attached)
Supporting Handbook, Audit Guide and Checklist completed
Documents submitted to JAS-ANZ for ISO17065 recognition
NZ-FAP Governance group established, first meeting 20 October 2016
Initial auditor training and calibration has been completed
ANZCO and Greenlea implementing in October

Key next steps - at a glance

Completion Date

Complete Pilot Programme

Completed

AG meeting in Christchurch to review/confirm NZ-FAP Standard for
implementation and also next steps

Completed

Pilot Programme Reviewed by third party, report to AG

Completed

NZ-FAP submitted to JAZ-ANZ for ISO17065 Scope Extension
Pilot Programme Evaluation report to PSG
Work with partner group to establish implementation timelines
Work to include other company's and entities in NZ-FAP
NZ-FAP implementation by partner group as required
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Newsletters

Communication Timetable of Activity (August – December 2016)
2016
Partner Newsletters/Ediary

August
As and when

September
Greenlea – spring edition
ANZCO -spring update to
QA farmers.
Snapshot in all B+L ediaries

October
ANZCO – Farmer
newsletter
Beef & Lamb NZ
newsletter – computer
wrap up

November
As and when

December
As and when

Specialist Newsletters

Federated Farmers Friday
Flash (Weekly). Info as
and when
AgriOne newsletter. Info
as and when
AWDT Newsletter

Federated Farmers Friday
Flash (Weekly). Info as
and when
AWDT Newsletter

Federated Farmers Friday
Flash (Weekly). Info as
and when
AWDT Newsletter

Federated Farmers Friday
Flash (Weekly). Info as
and when
AgriOne newsletter. Info
as and when
Sheep & Beef Vets
newsletter (6 monthly)
AWDT Newsletter

RMPP e-newsletter

Edition 2

-

Federated Farmers Friday
Flash (Weekly). Info as
and when
AgriOne newsletter. Info
as and when
AWDT Newsletter
NZVA - Sheep & Beef
Veterinarians Special
Interest Branch
newsletter
Edition 3

-

Edition 4

Te Keo, ANZCO pilot
farmer, Wairarapa
Red Meat Network
(Emma Higgins, Rabo)
Farmers Weekly – Oped
on Pathways to Farm
Business Ownership

Computer courses – wrap
up for 2016
Alliance pilot farm
group/PSG in Invercargill
eASD pilot start
NZ Farm Assurance
Programme
NZ Farmer Column

Curriculum in Schools –
partner schools piece
(TBC)
NZ Farmer Column
Rural Business Network
wrap up (Joint with TDVC)
Pilot Extension first year
evaluation research

NZ Farmer Column

Alliance Pilot Farm –
Parris’, Tuatapere
ANZCO Pilot Farm – Mt
Somers
Greenlea – Vicki Gower,
Benchmarking angle
Rabobank – Report from
Matt Costello due out

Greenlea – David Kidd,
Routine weighing angle
Greenlea – Gowers
Malcolm/Michael
speaking to Southland
Times

Beef + Lamb – FeedSmart
app
AWDT – 2017 UYFB Dates
launch

Media

Press Release

External article (reporter,
partner)
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together
AWDT Southland article
ANZ – Opinion Editorial
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August
Daily Twitter posts and
retweets
Weekly Facebook posts
and shares

September
Daily Twitter posts and
retweets. MPI to do run
of RMPP tweets
Weekly Facebook posts
and shares

October
Daily Twitter posts and
retweets
Weekly Facebook posts
and shares

November
Daily Twitter posts and
retweets
Weekly Facebook posts
and shares

December
Daily Twitter posts and
retweets
Weekly Facebook posts
and shares

Events

Presentations to:
Beef & Lamb Farmer
Council
NZIPIM Conference
AgFirst Conference
National Party AgCaucus
briefing
Beef & Lamb Technology
Expo
Greenlea pilot farmer
workshop

Presentations to:
Beef & Lamb Extension
conference
MPI Lunchtime session
NZ Meat Board
Rabobank ‘Pathways to
Farm Business
Ownership’ seminar
Attendance at:

Presentations to:
Alliance pilot farm group
(Invercargill)
International Beef
Alliance, Rotorua
Nth Canterbury MPI day
(TBC)
Attendance at:
Rural Business Network,
National Advisory Group,
Hamilton
Guild of Ag Journalist
Awards

Presentations to:
PAC Meeting
Attendance at:
Rabobank launch of
reports (TBC)

Additional plans
completed
Reporting

NZ Farm Assurance
Programme
Quarterly MPI Report
Monthly report to
partners
Monthly summary to
partner communications
team
Overhaul of content, links
and all pages.

Communication Crisis

One pager project plans

Monthly report to
partners
Monthly summary to
partner communications
team

Monthly report to
partners
Monthly summary to
partner communications
team

Overhaul of content, links
and all pages.

Overhaul of content, links
and all pages.

Presentations to:
Hawke’s Bay Regional
NZIPIM branch meeting
Federated Farmers
Territory Managers
meeting
World Farming
Organisation: Global
Greenhouse Gas Research
Alliance (pilot farmer in
Marton)
Beef + Lamb conference,
Christchurch
Attendance at:
MPI PGP Expo (Theme:
Our food & fibre future)
Primary Schools linking
with farmers launch
Canterbury A & P Show
Extension UMR pilot
research comms plan
Quarterly MPI Report
Monthly report to
partners
Monthly summary to
partner communications
team
Maintenance of site

Other

2016
Social Media

Website
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2016
Public documents
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August

September
Booklet
One pagers on each
project

October
Booklet
One pagers on each
project

November
Farmer specific
booklet?(TBC)

December
Pilot farmer thank-yous
(booklet, press articles,
national conference?)
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